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SUBJ CLN CONVERSION OF UH-1B, D, H HYD SYS FROM MIL-H-5622 TO MIL-H-83252;
A, USAVSOM MSG 121508Z MAY 76, SUBJ CLN REQUISITIONING PROCEDURES
FOR MIL-H-5622 FIRE RESISTANT HYD FLUID;
USAVSOM MSG 141565Z AUG 76, SUBJ AS ABOVE;
USAVSOM MSG 251104Z JUL 76, SUBJ CLN 9-1566-336-25;
APPENDIX C;
1, THE INSTRUCTIONS CONTAINED IN TB 55-1566-334-29, APPENDIX C, WERE
DELETED BY REF C, REF B PROVIDED NEW INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPENDIX C OF
ABOVE TB, REF A DIRECTED PROCUREMENT OF AND CHANGEOVER OF UH-1B/D/H
HYD SYS TO THE FIRE RESISTANT MIL-H-83252 FLUID;
2, THE FORMAL CHANGE TO THE TB HAS NOT BEEN RECEIVED, TO INSURE
THAT PROPER PROCEDURES ARE UTILIZED DURING THE CONVERSION PROCESS,
REF B IS AGAIN BEING RETRANSMITTED TO PROVIDE A CURRENT REF FOR
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THE REQUIRED CONVERSION WILL FOR THIS MSG AND CARRY A DTG
OF 1631655 JUNE 76,
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